The N-of-1 Clinical Trial: A Timely Research Opportunity in Homeopathy
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Abstract

Background The randomised controlled trial (RCT) is considered the ‘gold standard’ for establishing treatment efficacy or effectiveness of an intervention, but its data do not infer response in an individual patient. Individualised clinical care, a fundamental principle in complementary and alternative medicine (CAM), including homeopathy, seems well disposed in principle to being researched by single-patient (N-of-1) study design. Guidelines for reporting N-of-1 trials have recently been developed.

Objective To overview the current status in the literature of the N-of-1 method and its application in medicine, including CAM. To consider whether the N-of-1 trial design offers an opportunity for novel research in homeopathy.

N-of-1 Trial Design The N-of-1 trial applies the principles of the conventional crossover, blinded, RCT design. The treatment under study and the comparator are repeated in a randomised order, and with suitable washout time, over a defined period. N-of-1 design is constrained for use in chronic stable conditions, and for interventions that have quick onset and cessation of effect, with modest or negligible carryover. Outcome data can be aggregated and interpreted for the individual subject; they can also be pooled with data from several similar N-of-1 trials, enabling more generalisable conclusions.

The N-of-1 Trial in CAM The typical individualisation of patient care can be accommodated in N-of-1 study design if the patient and the specific therapeutic intervention are selected within the constraints of the method. Application of the N-of-1 method in CAM has been advocated but has been mainly limited, in practice, to a small number of studies in herbal and traditional Chinese medicine.

The N-of-1 Trial in Homeopathy Individualised homeopathy can be accommodated for investigation within the same methodological constraints; less in-depth homeopathic approaches to prescribing are also amendable to investigation using the N-of-1 method. No such studies have been published. We identify three main targets in its ready applicability to homeopathy: (1) to optimise clinical care in an individual patient; (2) to investigate whether the outcomes of treatment using homeopathy differ from those of placebo; (3) to aggregate data from a series of N-of-1 trials to enable broader conclusions about a group of patients or intervention.
Introduction

The nature of research evidence in homeopathy is a matter of ongoing scientific debate. Five systematic reviews have examined the randomised controlled trial (RCT) research literature for all forms of homeopathy across all medical conditions that have been the subject of such research.1–5 Four of these systematic reviews reached the conclusion that the homeopathic intervention probably differs from placebo,1–4 while the systematic review by Shang et al5 concluded that homeopathy has no effect beyond that of placebo. The reasons for these different results are diverse. However, there is one common conclusion within the homeopathy community: new high-quality research is necessary to enable more decisive interpretation of the RCT evidence. But what comprises ‘high-quality research’ in homeopathy?

RCTs are properly deemed the ‘gold standard’ for establishing treatment efficacy or effectiveness for a given intervention. However, no conventional RCT can attempt to inform about that intervention’s effect in a particular individual—within the trial itself or in the relevant general population. By contrast, the ‘N-of-1’ trial design is based on single-case investigation, applying the key principles of the RCT: it is a study conducted in a single patient to whom two or more different treatment options are repeatedly and consecutively applied in a randomised order over time.6–10 In appropriate cases, such as when it is unclear which of two or more treatment options might optimally benefit an individual patient or group of similar patients, the N-of-1 trial may be a valid option in finding the best available treatment.

The term ‘N-of-1 trial’ is used in the fields of medicine and the behavioural sciences, but refers to different concepts within each. In the behavioural sciences, the term is often used to refer to any one of several different single-case experimental designs.11,12 In medicine, ‘N-of-1’ typically refers to a prospective multiple-crossover investigation performed in a single individual, using repeated cycles of treatment(s), where one period (typically labelled ‘A’) is the treatment being studied and the other period (typically labelled ‘B’) is the control (e.g. standard care, alternative treatment, placebo, or no intervention).6,9,13 This latter design may incorporate key elements of a conventional RCT to reduce bias, e.g. randomisation, allocation concealment, and blinding;14 its internal validity is therefore high.

N-of-1 trials have a long history in psychology and education. Over the past 40 years, they have been used in different fields of clinical medicine,10 in which a peak of relevant activity took place in the mid-1980s, when Guyatt et al adopted the N-of-1 trial design in the modern clinical setting.8,15,16 Despite some continuing enthusiasm in the 1990s, however, few academic centres conducted N-of-1 trials.17 Yet such trials have the potential to play an important role for evidence-based patient-centred care in individualised medicine.17,18 A series of N-of-1 trials can also be performed and has been found to be a useful approach, including the use of appropriate meta-analysis of data—see below.

A more recent revival of interest can be identified, with several recommendations and guidelines for implementation published since 2014.9,19–21 Several systematic reviews22–25 and a set of meta-analyses23 on the topic have also been conducted. Punja et al analysed a wide range of conditions using N-of-1 methods, including diseases of the nervous system, digestive system, respiratory system, musculoskeletal and connective tissue, and mental and behavioural disorders.23 Li et al examined 112 N-of-1 trials, involving 2,278 patients, published between 1985 and 2013;25 most trials assessed pharmacology and therapeutics or behaviour. The authors concluded that the quality of reporting of published N-of-1 trials is variable and needs improvement. The 2015 publication of reporting guidelines by the CONSORT Extension for Reporting N-of-1 Trials (CENT)9,21 should elicit improved quality in the future. The CONSORT group acknowledged the usefulness of N-of-1 trials ‘for situations that cannot always accommodate large scale trials’ and thus advocated a specific N-of-1 extension to the regular CONSORT statement.9 Nikles argues that N-of-1 trials are slowly gaining in importance, commenting that N-of-1 trials have recently been published in several different clinical areas, including chronic pain, paediatrics, palliative care, rare diseases, patient-centred care, behavioural sciences, genomics, as well as in complementary and alternative medicine (CAM).26

In this article, we first position N-of-1 trials within the standard hierarchy of research evidence. We then describe methodological considerations for N-of-1 trials in general, giving an overview of the current status in the literature of N-of-1 methods and their use in CAM. Finally, we discuss the possibilities for the contribution of N-of-1 trials in research on homeopathy.

The N-of-1 Trial in the Hierarchy of Evidence

The RCT is generally regarded as the standard method for assessing treatment efficacy (explanatory RCTs) or comparative effectiveness (pragmatic RCTs) as it is intrinsically capable of minimising bias.27–30 The advantage of an explanatory design (especially if performed double-blinded) is its high internal validity. Pragmatic RCTs, on the other hand, are

Conclusion The N-of-1 trial design offers important new investigative possibilities in homeopathy and should be explored as a means to optimise individualised health care or investigate effectiveness of the homeopathic intervention compared with placebo in individual subjects.
conducted with the purpose of informing about decisions made in routine everyday practice (i.e. they have higher external validity). When an RCT shows a positive finding, it may be wrongly assumed that all participants benefit by a similar amount, when in reality it is unlikely that every patient does so. The mean treatment effect yielded by an RCT masks what may be important heterogeneity amongst its participants, and precludes a ready knowledge of individual response.

The N-of-1 trial features rarely in standard descriptions of evidence hierarchy. Guyatt et al.\(^3\) however, have placed N-of-1 trials at the top of the evidence hierarchy for making decisions about treatment benefits and harms, especially in their application to the individual patient. Indeed, the N-of-1 trial may be viewed as more than merely filling the gap between individual case reporting and the conventional RCT. A suitably designed N-of-1 trial may feasibly optimise both internal and external validity: a risk-of-bias scale has been devised specifically to assess each of those attributes in context.\(^12\)

**Practical Issues of N-of-1 Trials**

**General Considerations**

As is the case for crossover designs in general, the N-of-1 trial is usually recommended for chronic stable conditions, and for interventions with a relatively quick onset and cessation of effect, with modest or negligible carryover or cumulative effects.\(^5,8,9\)

Because it is based importantly on repeated return of symptoms, the use of N-of-1 design is considered especially appropriate in chronic diseases where the intervention palliates the symptoms rather than cures an underlying pathology. It is also recommended in therapy areas that are controversial\(^12\) or when there is great disparity among the effects of established therapies. N-of-1 trials are useful for episodic illnesses (e.g. migraine), as long as the frequency of episodes is fairly regular.\(^33\) N-of-1 trials are not suitable for investigating rapidly progressive conditions (e.g. swift continuous improvement or sudden severe clinical outcomes such as stroke or death).\(^5\) The number and length of the crossover period(s) are determined by the nature of the intervention and the outcome, as well as by the statistical power associated with the number of observations within each period.\(^13\) Just as in conventional trials and many other clinical studies, a measurement period may be included before the start of the interventions to record the patient’s baseline values of relevant indices as well as standard demographic data.

**Methodological Considerations**

**Randomisation:** In a conventional RCT, randomisation reduces imbalances in demographic characteristics between the treatment groups (i.e. aims to reduce confounding). In an N-of-1 trial, however, randomisation is used to allocate the cycle of test treatment and comparator; it therefore (1) reduces systematic influences/periodicity over time (i.e. to achieve balance regarding the treatment/comparator, and perhaps lifestyle factors), and (2) helps maintain blinding to the different interventions. Thus, to minimise systematic error, the treatment under study (‘A’) and the comparator (‘B’) should be repeated in randomised order (e.g. cycles ABAB, ABBA, ABABBA, and ABBABAAB, etc.).\(^6,9,13,14\) Trials with more than two treatments are also possible, e.g. with a treatment under study (‘A’), an active control (‘B’), and placebo or no treatment (‘C’). If, for example, each treatment is given in three cycles, a treatment sequence could be BCAABCBA.

**Carryover effect and washout period:** A washout interval in the N-of-1 design is important whenever a continuing effect of one treatment might influence outcome of a subsequent treatment period.\(^6,8,34\) Carryover effects of benefits or harms result from an insufficient washout period and may reduce differences observed between treatment and comparator. A possible disadvantage of a washout period is that the patient might spend some time without active treatment, which could be ethically unacceptable (see also Ethical considerations, below).\(^35\) If, for any reason, a washout period cannot be utilised, the use of ‘analytical washout’\(^34,35\) can instead be considered; however, this approach, which aims to eliminate or down-weight observations taken at the beginning of a new treatment period, might reduce the statistical power of the study to detect a difference.\(^35\)

For practical purposes, because the treatment response can differ from patient to patient, the treatment periods should be long enough to accommodate patients with a longer-than-average treatment response; as a consequence, outcome measurements should be collected with appropriate frequency.

**Blinding:** Blinding aims to keep patients and/or investigators and/or outcome assessors unaware of the assigned treatment cycle and therefore uninfluenced by knowledge of the intervention.\(^6,8,13,14,35\) As in any trial, blinding reduces several types of bias, e.g. performance bias, ascertainment bias, detection bias. Using an approach that is either double-blinded (participants and investigators are blinded) or triple-blinded (the persons who analyse the study data are additionally blinded) is highly recommended.\(^14\)

A common method used for blinding, if necessary, is to match drug and placebo by over-encapsulation of the pills or tablets under investigation.\(^14\) Participant blinding may not be possible in a comparative effectiveness N-of-1 study when the trial agent and comparator are readily distinguishable. In some cases, a solution to this problem may be the ‘double-dummy’ method, where a placebo for each agent or treatment is used, and the patient takes both (one active and one placebo product) in each cycle.\(^14\) If it is impossible to blind the patient and the physician, it may still be possible to blind the person who assesses the outcome(s).

**Analysing data:** There are different approaches to analysing the data from an N-of-1 trial. A simple and intuitive way is to plot the outcomes over time for each cycle and treatment and visually to inspect the results\(^7-9\) (Fig. 1). This approach, however, is vulnerable to observer and expectation bias. Simple descriptive statistics, such as mean and standard deviation, can also be applied to the measured outcome data.\(^35\) In general, a method must be used that takes
the dependency and serial correlation (or ‘autocorrelation’) of the data into account, with data collected at closer time-points showing a stronger correlation than data from more distant time-points. Depending on the study aim and trial design, one recommendation is to use a statistical approach such as non-parametric (e.g. sign test), parametric (e.g. paired t-test), Bayesian methods, or individual participant data (IPD) meta-analysis. As in the conventional crossover designs, generalised linear mixed-effects models (GLMMs) can usually be applied, either with continuous or with categorical outcomes, and account for the longitudinal structure of the data. In addition, since the N-of-1 trial resembles a time series, models that explicitly take the autocorrelation into account can be used: such a time-series model accommodates the dependency of the repeatedly measured values within a single subject.

Results: One major advantage of the N-of-1 trial compared with conventional randomised trial designs is that at the end of the N-of-1 study, the data can be unblinded and the results can be presented to the participant. In conventional RCTs, patients have to wait until all participants have finished the trial and the treatment allocation is unblinded.

Levels of data synthesis: The single-individual multi-cycle trial provides the first level of data synthesis for studies of this nature. Its data can be considered as corresponding to those of an idealised conventional multi-participant RCT: for example, if an N-of-1 trial comprises three treatment/comparator cycles, it could be regarded like an RCT consisting of three participants who each have a perfectly matched control. As stated above, the raw outcome data for such an N-of-1 trial comprise the three pairs of measurements (treatment and comparator) which, most straightforwardly, can be aggregated per patient using simple statistics (mean, standard deviation); more complex statistical modelling, reflecting the autocorrelated nature of the data, can also be employed.

Although an N-of-1 trial is performed to investigate whether a treatment works in a single individual, the aggregated data from several similar N-of-1 trials can be pooled and analysed (Table 1: level 2). Again, the most straightforward approach is to use simple statistics, while meta-analytic methods could also be used. If there were a series of individual patients participating in the same overall study—each as a multi-cycle N-of-1 trial—it could be regarded as a cluster RCT in conventional terms.

There are several advantages of aggregated N-of-1 studies compared with conventional RCTs: smaller sample size; arms of the treatment and comparator groups are perfectly matched; usefulness of data when participants withdraw prematurely but have finished a completed cycle; the individualised nature of the data. The disadvantages of aggregating N-of-1 trial data compared with conventional RCTs include the lesser likelihood of the trial sample being representative of the wider relevant population and the difficulty of detecting low-prevalence side-effects.

Systematic review and meta-analysis: The systematic review of N-of-1 trials aims to evaluate the quality and findings of N-of-1 trials, with analysis of data from several individual trials and/or series of trials (Table 1: levels 1–3). Data synthesis may also comprise the results from N-of-1 trials combined with those from conventional RCTs (Table 1: level 4).

Other considerations: Further practical considerations for conducting an N-of-1 trial concern data collection and quality control, assessing and reporting of adverse events, and cost-effectiveness analysis.

Ethical Considerations

Guyatt et al. have published ethics requirements for the implementation of N-of-1 trials, both in usual clinical care and in a research context. They mirror requirements for conventional RCTs. For a primarily research-oriented study in humans, the relevant Human Research Ethics Committees and Institutional Review Boards have to be included; the ICH Good Clinical Practice guidelines should also be fulfilled. If an N-of-1 trial is applied exclusively from a practical approach to improve the individual clinical care, ethics requirements may not necessarily apply.

A key requirement for an N-of-1 study is therefore to differentiate the extent to which it is clinical care or a research project. To answer this question, Punja et al. proposed five different overarching purposes of N-of-1 trials: two of those focus principally on clinical care, while three focus on research. Because the distinction between clinical care

---

**Table 1** Levels of synthesis for multi-cycle N-of-1 trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of synthesis</th>
<th>Study design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>One N-of-1 trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>One series of N-of-1 trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>More than one series of N-of-1 trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>More than one series of N-of-1 trials, together with one or more conventional RCTs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: RCTs, randomised controlled trials.
care and research is not always obvious, some ostensibly clinical projects may also fall within Ethics Committee jurisdiction.

Limitations
N-of-1 trials are useful in a narrow range of medical situations (chronic stable conditions, quick onset interventions, etc.) and not suitable for rapidly progressive conditions, slow therapeutic onset, long-lasting carryover effects, or complex dosing or titration regimens. As highlighted above, N-of-1 trials cannot assess the effects of interventions on a so-called hard endpoint such as mortality, stroke, or heart failure. When performed by a single practicing physician without scientific or administrative support, they might be too time-consuming and laborious to be included into daily practice routines: randomisation, blinding and possibly the preparation of matching placebo could be a hard hurdle to overcome. If, at the end of the trial, both treatments seem to be equally effective, it is difficult to judge whether they are really equal in efficacy, or if the duration of the treatment periods was too short, the number of cycles was too few, the power was not sufficient, or if there was carryover of treatment effect.

N-of-1 Trials in Complementary and Alternative Medicine
The individualised patient care that is characteristic of CAM may be accommodated in N-of-1 study design if the patient and the specific therapeutic intervention are selected with the above needs of the method prominently in mind. In the mid-1990s, Gaus and Högel recommended N-of-1 trials to investigate ‘unconventional therapies’ such as phytotherapy, acupuncture, and homeopathy.\textsuperscript{46} During the past 10 years, an increasing number of general articles on the implementation of N-of-1 trials in CAM has been published.\textsuperscript{47–50} Johnston and Mills stated: ‘The N-of-1 trial may have great clinical worth in the evaluation of CAM therapies through bridging the gap between research and clinical practice, allowing for an individualized approach, and incorporating patient values’.\textsuperscript{48} Patient values can be included, for example, by enabling their choice of intervention from feasible options.\textsuperscript{48}

Johnston and Mills also suggested the following opportunities in evaluating CAM therapies by the N-of-1 trial approach: (1) due to its rigorous design, to reduce the risk of drawing invalid conclusions about clinical effectiveness; (2) to help identify individual responders while reducing the treatment times for non-responders; (3) to clarify optimal formulations of a CAM product in individual patients; (4) to evaluate different dosing regimens of a given CAM product to determine the balance between its effectiveness and its potential side-effects; (5) as a tool to investigate the placebo effect.\textsuperscript{48} For the latter, the authors explain that through such patient-centred trials, the placebo effect could be better examined and understood, for example by using a treatment period, a placebo period and a non-treatment period, and by investigating these in a double-blinded approach.

The same authors noted that, despite the potential usefulness of the N-of-1 trial, it had not yet been incorporated widely into CAM research.\textsuperscript{48} For ‘constitutional’ prescribing in long-term or intractable illness, a situation that is not uncommon in individualised homeopathy, the N-of-1 study design might be difficult to implement.\textsuperscript{48} Johnston and Mills cited another constraint as the contemporary absence of practical guidelines for N-of-1 trials, and recommended applying the Nahin and Straus approach to the use of population-based RCTs in CAM.\textsuperscript{51} As a further problem, the authors mentioned the expense of N-of-1 trials in the context of CAM.\textsuperscript{48} For example, the average cost of preparing placebos and medication can be relatively high\textsuperscript{48}—though not for homeopathy, since placebo globules are very cheap. The authors concluded that the use of N-of-1 trials can make ‘an important contribution to CAM, particularly in the context of solving difficult clinical scenarios, treating rare, resistant, or heterogeneous illnesses, and evaluating the usefulness of CAM therapies’.\textsuperscript{48} Recently, Goldenberg and Wenner proposed investigating individual responders, who had been identified in a ‘parent’ RCT, in a follow-up ‘mixed-methodology add-on N-of-1 trial’.\textsuperscript{50}

Sung and Feldman described the possibilities of using N-of-1 trials for evaluating CAMs in individual paediatric cancer patients. In addition, they recognised that ‘the N-of-1 trial allows parents and children to voice preferences about treatment options and allows them to directly participate in balancing adverse events and therapeutic benefits’.\textsuperscript{49} Supportive-care interventions, such as acute therapy to reduce side effects of chemotherapy, or treatments to deal with relatively stable late effects of cancer, such as post-therapy fatigue, might be suited to this trial design.\textsuperscript{49}

The N-of-1 trial design was used to evaluate the effect of Valerian compared with placebo for chronic insomnia in the general practice setting.\textsuperscript{52} The response to Valerian was only poor or modest for each of 24 participants’ total sleep time and wakefulness at night, but their energy levels did increase more noticeably. The authors attributed the modest effects to the small dose of Valerian investigated.\textsuperscript{52}

Several articles have reported the use of N-of-1 trials in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)\textsuperscript{53–57} and in Japanese-style acupuncture.\textsuperscript{58,59} The TCM studies variously addressed the difficulties of optimising treatment and washout periods,\textsuperscript{55,56} autocorrelation, repeated-measures analysis, and acute exacerbation of symptoms.\textsuperscript{56} In a 47-patient N-of-1 series, other authors were able to distinguish between responders, possible responders and non-responders to treatment.\textsuperscript{55} In acupuncture, an N-of-1 trial was proposed as a useful research design for evaluating the long-term efficacy of treatment in individuals:\textsuperscript{58} this proposition was based on investigation in a patient with chronic bronchial asthma who had an acupuncture session once per week for 10 weeks, followed by 9 weeks of no treatment, 12 weeks of treatment, and a final period of no treatment. Symptoms were reduced during each treatment period but returned during the no-treatment cycles. Kawakita et al.\textsuperscript{59} performed N-of-1 trials of acupuncture with moxibustion on two elderly people suffering from common cold, allocating
treatment and control (conventional treatment only) periods in random order (8 weeks treatment, 8 weeks control): no statistically significant differences were observed. Jackson et al.\(^5\) explored the benefits of acupuncture in each of six patients with tinnitus in a series of controlled N-of-1 trials. The patients received a course of 10 acupuncture treatments over a 2-week period and recorded, on a daily basis, the symptoms loudness, pitch, waking hours affected, and quality of sleep. Most patients experienced benefits in self-reported symptoms.

Li et al.\(^6\) reviewed the contemporary status of the use of N-of-1 trials in China. Eleven relevant studies were identified: three N-of-1 trials and eight reviews of N-of-1 trials. The authors concluded: ‘While N-of-1 trials may offer a good tool to individualize clinical care and enrich TCM clinical research, they have not been widely used to date’. To support the development of this method, the authors highlight three points: ‘First, the Chinese government should endorse and sponsor N-of-1 studies; second, researchers and physicians should be systematically trained in the method; third, thorough considerations [about N-of-1] trials allow better research and focus on the patients’ needs’.\(^5\)

**N-of-1 Trials in Homeopathy**

Some scientists have highly recommended the use of N-of-1 trials in homeopathy.\(^59\)–\(^61\) We have been unable, however, to identify any N-of-1 trials in homeopathy in the peer-reviewed literature to date. In principle, as for CAM, the frequently individualised nature of the homeopathic intervention lends itself conceptually to the N-of-1 trial approach, though the same caveats about durations of illness, treatment and washout will certainly apply. In targeting potential applications of the N-of-1 method in homeopathy, therefore, the clinical requirement is the same as for the general case:\(^6\)–\(^8\),\(^9\) a chronic stable condition for which a given homeopathic intervention is recognised (from clinical experience and/or prior controlled research) to have quick onset and termination of effect, and with negligible carryover.

In our opinion, there are three main targets for the immediate investigation of homeopathy with N-of-1 trial designs: (1) to optimise clinical care in an individual patient by comparing the effects of homeopathic treatment with other treatments (conventional or other CAM method); (2) to investigate whether the outcomes of treatment using homeopathy differ from those of placebo in a given patient; (3) to aggregate data from a series of several similarly designed N-of-1 trials to draw conclusions about a given intervention or group of similar patients. Ultimately, we foresee a fourth key target: to conduct meta-analysis on the results from several series of N-of-1 trials and potentially together with results from relevant conventional RCTs.

We have emphasised that the N-of-1 trial design may be especially useful in homeopathy because of the individualised nature of the homeopathic intervention. We acknowledge, however, that such prescribing often addresses deeply seated, constitutional or complex disorders whose treatment strategy to achieve longer-term improvement is potentially less readily amenable to the N-of-1 trial method;\(^4\) some studies in CAM have nevertheless shown that it is feasible.\(^53\)–\(^58\) Homeopathic practitioners prescribe high-potency medicines in some such situations of constitutional prescribing.\(^62\) In considering applying the N-of-1 method in such cases, the use of Q/LM or low potencies (such as C6) may be a logical approach: these are prescribed for higher frequency use (e.g. daily) and are believed to result in more rapid-onset or shorter-lasting clinical effects than high potencies (such as C30 or C200).\(^62\) Q-potencies are especially prescribed for higher-frequency intake.\(^63\)

Using the approach of clinical homeopathy, homeopathic medicines are also often prescribed for a patient by less in-depth or individualising approaches, as so-called established therapeutic indications for standard clinical conditions or symptoms, using products such as *Galphimia glauca* for acute pollinosis\(^64\) or using complex remedies for more general disease conditions. As for conventional treatments, the N-of-1 design may confidently be used in homeopathy using such an approach.

The general methodological considerations—e.g. randomisation, blinding, aggregating and analysing data, research ethics, as well as the limitations of the method—that we have expressed earlier in this article are important also for the application of the N-of-1 trial design in homeopathy. The new CENT guidelines\(^9\)–\(^19\)–\(^21\) which aim to increase high-quality conduct and reporting of N-of-1 trials, seem to offer a timely basis for such research contribution in homeopathy.

In conventional medicine, conditions frequently studied by N-of-1 design include dyspepsia, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), osteoarthritis and insomnia,\(^23\) the latter three of which have been investigated as well by conventionally designed RCTs in homeopathy.\(^65\)–\(^67\) N-of-1 research may also be adaptable to study homeopathy in episodic, periodic, or seasonal conditions such as migraine, pre-menstrual syndrome (PMS) or allergic rhinitis, each of which possesses a tangible RCT literature in homeopathy.\(^64\)–\(^68\)–\(^71\) Other promising candidates for the N-of-1 approach in homeopathy are chronic pain associated with fibromyalgia, for which there is already some high-quality RCT research evidence\(^72\) and, depending on the stability or regularity of the complaints, depression, whose non-conclusive RCT findings in homeopathy to date seem partly due to poor recruitment of subjects.\(^73\)–\(^74\) Indeed, an editorial connected with one of the unproductive depression RCTs\(^73\) commented, ‘homeopathy research may advance best by retaining a patient-centred emphasis on the individual, drawn from its own clinical practice’.\(^75\) Eligibility criteria for individual trials can, where appropriate, include patients with co-morbidity.

In considering the specifics of N-of-1 trial design in a given individual, we recognise that the duration of a homeopathic medicine effect and the duration of the comparator effect might differ. Also, for episodic, periodic, or seasonal medical conditions, the observation periods between interventions need to be sufficiently long to ensure that the likely frequency of episodes is taken into account: the consequent N-of-1 trial could possibly be of longer than average duration.
to make sure that any homeopathic effect can be verified. For longer trials, however, it may be difficult to recruit and/or to retain patients. Although there is an increased risk of participant drop-out in longer-duration trials, an advantage of N-of-1 trial design nevertheless is that patients are usually highly motivated due to the fact that the trial is being conducted for them as individuals. They may therefore be more committed to data collection and so be less likely to miss visits or fail to complete forms conscientiously.

Finally, we provide an example of an N-of-1 design that might be suitable for a patient suffering from allergic rhinitis and who is interested in alternative medication. A simple ‘AB’ design may be applied to test which of the two therapies works better for that person: ‘A’ is a homeopathic medication at low potency; ‘B’ is an antihistamine. There are intermediate washout periods without any treatment intervention. Existing medications, or ‘rescue’ medication, are allowed and their impact assessed. Consecutive cycles of the phases ‘A’ and ‘B’ are administered in random sequence. For example, the duration of the trial could be 14 weeks, comprising a 2-week lead-in period, followed by 12 weeks made up of: 1-week randomly selected intervention ‘A’ or ‘B’, 1-week washout period, 1-week randomly selected intervention ‘A’ or ‘B’, etc., so that at the end three cycles of ‘A’ and three cycles of ‘B’ are randomly implemented (e.g. BAABBA or ABBABA). Patient blinding can be achieved using the ‘double-dummy’ strategy. At specific points—for example, at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of each period ‘A’, washout and ‘B’—the patient is asked to rate treatment success with simple questionnaires or outcome scales regarding allergic rhinitis symptoms. At the end of the trial, the results are evaluated, and the patient and the doctor are in a position to assess which (if either) therapeutic strategy is superior. In an extended trial design, comprising a series of several individual patients with similar symptoms, and if the above antihistamine was replaced by a placebo, it may be possible to derive more generalisable insights about treatment efficacy through suitable aggregation of data. Another option for an extended trial design would be to apply three different interventions in random sequence: homeopathic medication ‘A’, antihistamine ‘B’ and placebo (or no therapy) ‘C’, in random order, with suitable intermediate washout periods.

Conclusion

The application of the N-of-1 clinical trial design in homeopathy has important opportunities as well as limitations. The value of the N-of-1 trial in research is that it is based on single-case investigative design but applies the principles of the conventional crossover RCT. Thus, the internal validity is high, especially when the trial conducted is randomised, double-blinded and placebo-controlled. The key principle of homeopathy as an individualised approach to patient care may be more naturally accommodated in an N-of-1 trial than in a conventional RCT; however, care must be taken to ensure that a therapeutic response and washout can reasonably be anticipated from the intervention within the study’s timeframe. Less in-depth approaches to prescribing, such as clinical homeopathy, are also amenable to investigation using the N-of-1 method. In all cases, it is the individuality of a given patient’s clinical response that is the key motive for investigation. The data from several similar N-of-1 trials can be aggregated, offering the opportunity for cautious generalisation of findings. The N-of-1 approach should be actively explored in homeopathy as a means to optimise individualised healthcare or to investigate effectiveness compared with placebo in individual subjects.
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